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Abstract--- Bimetallic pistons are most generally utilized in diesel motor vehicles for weight decrease and 

improved execution with long life. Aluminum composite is strengthened with cast iron addition to understand the 

bimetallic pistons. The holding among aluminum and cast iron is accomplished through a protected procedure 

named the Al-Balance process. To guarantee better holding, the addition is dunked in the liquid aluminum shower, 

this plunging time assuming a fundamental job. The present investigation centers on shifting the plunging time from 

90 s to 5 min to and the ideal plunging time. Accomplishing the close to net state of the bimetallic pistons without 

harming the holding between the aluminum and cast iron is the significant test. This examination additionally gets 

ideal cutting parameters in killing such pistons with cubic boron nitride as a solitary device to machine the metal. 

The bond trustworthiness subsequent to machining is basically identified with the extent of the cutting powers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The automotive enterprises are utilizing bimetallic materials for some applications, for example, bushings, piston 

and motor squares. Numerous segments in transport vehicles are made of cast iron, however to meet the 

prerequisites of weight sparing, efficiency and minimal effort generation, light aluminum is utilized. This light 

aluminum amalgam is strengthened with a solid metal-based supplement particularly at high burden bearing district. 

Bimetallic parts are for the most part machined utilizing various devices with various cutting conditions. 

Because of regular difference in instrument, the process duration additionally expanded. Thus, it is required to 

utilize a solitary apparatus for machining of bimetallic materials. To machine this bimetallic material, established 

carbide apparatus was utilized at moderate cutting rate. This moderate cutting rate brings down the profitability. To 

conquer this, cubic boron nitride (CBN) is utilized as a cutting device material for hard turning. Owing phenomenal 

wear toughness, high hardness and great warm opposition, CBN apparatus is usually utilized for single-point turning 

of solidified material. 

Employing a solitary instrument to improve efficiency without giving up the surface honesty of a bimetallic part 

is to be acknowledged by the business. Machining contemplates are to be directed on a bimetallic part utilizing a 

solitary instrument. Bond harms and surface harshness of the machined segments are additionally being tried to 

guarantee the nature of the segments. Accomplishing the bimetallic material machining without harming the bond 

between the aluminum and cast iron supplement is the serious issue during machining. The bond trustworthiness in 

the wake of machining is principally identified with the size of the cutting power during machining. 

The computational models would have an extraordinary incentive in expanding the comprehension of the cutting 

procedure and in lessening the quantity of examinations which generally are utilized for instrument configuration, 
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process choice, mach powerlessness assessment and chip breakage investigations. 

Simulation reduces the quantity of fundamental preliminaries of tests. It is additionally conceivable to gain the 

vital yield esteems without directing analyses. The time and vitality spared by simulation thusly prompts cost 

decrease. From the most recent couple of years, the examination in the zone of the limited component simulation on 

metal slicing is altogether expanded because of the advancement of programming devices and framework setup and 

speed. Numerous scientists had put endeavors of utilizing a portion of the mainstream programming bundles, for 

example, ABAQUS, Twist, Bit of leeway, and so on for metal cutting procedure. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sivanandham Aravindan (2008), Bimetallic pistons comprising of aluminum composite strengthened with a 

cast iron (CI) embed are utilized to decrease the weight and improve the wear obstruction of pistons. A significant 

issue with machining such bimetallic pistons is creating the ideal shape with negligible cutting powers and without 

harming the holding vault. The target of this paper is to decide the ideal cutting parameters (cutting velocity, feed, 

and profundity of cut) for turning bimetallic pistons. While machining, we wish to get ideal estimations of the 

cutting powers and a superior surface respectability while keeping up the necessary surface completion. Tests were 

led following Taguchi's parameter configuration approach utilizing a cubic boron nitride instrument for the 

machining. 

Peter Ernst, Bernd Distler (2012), rising fuel costs and progressively stringent vehicle outflows necessities are 

pressing motor makers to use advancements to build productivity and diminish emanations. Therefore, enthusiasm 

for chamber surface coatings has risen impressively in the previous scarcely any years. Among these are 

SUMEBore® coatings from Sulzer Metco. These coatings are applied by a powder-based air plasma splash (APS) 

process. The APS procedure is truly adaptable, and can process materials which wire-based strategies can't, 

especially metal framework composites and unadulterated pottery. 

Amir Malakizadi, Ibrahim Sadik, Lars Nyborg (2013), In this examination, the wear instrument of CBN 

embeds while face processing of aluminum-dark cast iron motor square was explored by methods for Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM). It was indicated that the warm splitting comprises the fundamental wear component. 

The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to recreate the face processing under the operational condition. The 

stream pressure properties of the aluminum-silicon composite and dark cast iron were controlled by methods for 

reverse methodology and the processing activity was displayed independently for every material to acquire the 

thermally and precisely initiated weights on the device edge. The methodology exhibited in this paper can be 

utilized to locate the ideal cutting condition just as device geometry to decrease device wear rate. 

M. Uthayakumar, J. V. Sivaprasad, G. Prabhaharan (2008), So as to join the benefits of weight decrease and 

wear opposition, bimetallic pistons are utilized. Aluminum combination is strengthened with cast iron addition to 

understand the bimetallic pistons. In any case, the extent that machinability is concerned, accomplishing the close to 

net state of the bimetallic pistons without harming the holding between the aluminum and cast iron is the significant 

emergency. The bond uprightness subsequent to machining is basically identified with the greatness of the cutting 

powers during machining and in this manner the goal of the paper is to acquire ideal cutting parameters in turning of 
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such pistons. What's more, any machining procedure ought to likewise fulfill surface completion prerequisites. 

Aditi Gupta, Bundet Boekfa, Hidehiro Sakurai,Masahiro Ehara, U. Deva Priyakumar (2016), Bimetallic 

nanoparticles (NPs) have been appeared to display certain focal points over unadulterated NPs in catalysis because 

of a synergistic impact. It is entirely expected to scatter NPs in a polymer lattice, for example, polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP) to forestall flocculation, which bestows significant electronic consequences for the NPs. In the present 

examination, the communications between fluid arrangements of Nethylpyrrolidone (EP, framework picked to 

display the monomeric type of PVP) and Au/Pd bimetallic NPs, which are important in catalysis, have been 

researched utilizing sub-atomic elements simulations and density functional theory (DFT) method. The sufficiency 

of the power fields utilized was surveyed dependent on their capacity to imitate the structures and adsorption 

energies acquired utilizing DFT counts. The collaborations of NPs with the environment were learned at different 

convergences of watery arrangements of EP to look at the quality of NP−EP and NP−water communications. Free 

vitality computations and nearby mole portion upgrade esteems show that that the EP adsorption on NPs is favored 

over the adsorption of water. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Identification of Parameters 

The factors that influence the output response are identified before conducting the experiments. The following 

independent factors determine the cutting force: 

1. Speed  

2. Feed  

3. Depth of cut 

Experimental Procedure 

Normal macrograph of a bimetallic piston utilized for this machining study is exhibited in Fig. 1. The piston is 

comprised of aluminum compound with cast iron supplement of external distance across 105 mm, internal breadth 

of 83 mm and width of 11 mm, turned with a CBN device. 

 

Fig. 1: Piston with Al-Fin Inserts 

Machining of Bimetallic Material 

Trials were performed on a high accuracy machine as appeared in Fig. 2. It has a high level of exactness and 

unbending nature, which are required for fast turning procedure. The CBN instrument is utilized as a solitary cutting 
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apparatus for machining both the cast iron and aluminum. The dynamometer is joined to the instrument post, and the 

device holder is appended to the dynamometer. The dynamometer is associated with the showcase screen through 

the charge enhancer and DAC card. 

 

Fig. 2: Experimental Setup 

Force estimation during machining was done utilizing a dynamometer (Kistler 9257A) with a charge enhancer 

(Kistler 5006) and a DAC card. All the two parts of cutting force and digressive force were estimated. The forces 

announced are those when the procedure was in a steady state with practically consistent heartbeats at top burden 

condition. 

For every one of the three force parts, a corresponding charge signal is delivered in the estimating element. 

These charge signals are bolstered to the charge enhancers where they are changed over into voltages that might be 

demonstrated or enrolled as wanted. A Kistler 5006-type, three-channel piezoelectric transducer was utilized for 

enhancing the yield of the dynamometer into corresponding voltage. The mechanical units per unit volt for each 

channel must be set by force parts associated with the channel. Experimentation was completed with various 

machining conditions given in Table 1 to evaluate the presentation of the rapid turning process. 

Surface Roughness Measurement 

Surface roughness (Ra) estimation is made utilizing Talysurf as appeared in Fig. 3. Estimation was made at five 

similarly separated areas around the outline of the work piece after fast turning, and the normal worth has been 

accounted for in the trial results. Ra is the all around perceived and most utilized global parameter for roughness. So 

Ra is considered as a parameter for estimating surface roughness in this present work. The Ra is acquired by 

estimating the mean deviation of the tops from focus line of follow, the inside line and surface follow for the 

negligible cutting force parameter found by both trial and the numerical simulations. 

 

Fig. 3: Surface Roughness (Ra) Measurement 
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Finite Element Simulation 

The commercial FEA programming AdvantEdge, a unique unequivocal Lagrangian definition, was utilized to 

reenact the symmetrical cutting procedure of the bimetallic material. The finite element method (FEM) model of the 

symmetrical cutting procedure was created. The workpiece was at first coincided with triangular elements, while the 

instrument was displayed as an inflexible, work and subdivided in to triangular elements. A plane-strain coupled 

thermo-mechanical examination was performed utilizing symmetrical cutting. 

           

Fig. 4: Typical Machining Process    Fig. 5: Metal Cutting in FEA 

General aspects of Finite Element Metal Cutting Process 

So as to get the outcomes from numerical simulations, it is important to decide, as information, the properties of 

the work piece and apparatus materials, just as the qualities of the device/chip interface. These info information 

incorporate physical and warm information, erosion and warmth move and, above all, the stream worry of work 

piece material under high strain, strain rate and temperature conditions that exist during the procedure. To be 

valuable in metal cutting simulations, stream pressure information must be gotten at high strain rates (up to 10−6/s), 

strains up to 4 and temperatures up to 1,000 °C. 

 

Fig. 6: Cutting Forces Predicted in 2D Simulation 
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The third group of input data for numerical simulations involves thermal properties of the work piece and cutting 

tool material, such as the thermal conductivity (k) and the thermal diffusivity (α). 

          

Fig. 7a: Cutting Forces Predicted in 3D Simulation at Al Region. b: Cutting Forces Predicted in 3D Simulation at CI 

Region 

At the point when the sliding of the surfaces begins as a small amount of contact pressure, between the apparatus 

chip surfaces, the Coulomb grinding model characterizes the rubbing pressure. Something else, the shear stream 

pressure k is utilized to characterize grating pressure, where contact pressure may turn out to be enormous. In 

numerous huge miss-hapenings, the Coulomb theory accommodates the basic grating worry at the interface that 

surpasses the shear stream worry in the material underneath the contact surface. The consistent state alternative takes 

the cutting conditions just before the finish of the endorsed cut and performs relentless state heat move investigation 

dependent on the warmth age. It likewise registers consistent state forces and stress dependent by and large 

relocations in the last segment of the length of cut. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Orthogonal machining experiments and finite element simulations were performed on a bimetallic material. The 

experiments and finite element investigations gave a superior comprehension of the cutting forces. The 

accompanying significant ends have been drawn from the present investigation: 

 The simulated cutting force from the 2D finite element model was marginally lower than the trial esteems. 

The 3D finite element model is somewhat higher than the trial esteems, however the patterns are fit well 

with the experiments in spite of the fact that they are marginally higher and lower than the exploratory 

qualities. 

 The insignificant cutting force parameters are acquired for accomplishing the base bond harm during fast 

machining of a bimetallic material. It very well may be seen from the outcomes that the base benefits of 

cutting force by test in the aluminum and cast iron locales are 33 and 55 N, separately. In the 2D finite 

element examination, at aluminum 24 N and at cast iron 50 N. 
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 The increment in patterns in forces with an expansion in feed, profundity of cut and cutting rate is reliable 

with the test and numerical outcomes detailed. Be that as it may, on account of 2D, great understanding was 

acquired between the exploratory and numerical outcomes, which showed that the finite element 

examination has all the earmarks of being reasonable for considering the machining of a bimetallic material. 
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